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							Smart watch  

			
							
				The Pandora smart watch can be used as an immobilizer tag or a remote controller for the Pandora alarms. The watch features a Bluetooth 4+ interface that lets the car owner sync with a compatible Android phone or tablet.
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                        Pandora Watch 2
                    

                    
                    
                        The cutting-edge Pandora Watch 2 smart watch communicates with your smartphone via Bluetooth 5.0 and can control your Pandora car or motorcycle alarm directly.
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                        Pandora RW 04 watch
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora RW 04 is a smart watch that allows you to control the car and its alarm system.
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                        Pandora Band fitness tracker
                    

                    
                    
                        The Pandora Band is a fitness tracker that can also be used as a car alarm remote.
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                        Pandora Watch 2 Plus
                    

                    
                    
                        The updated and improved version of the Pandora Watch 2, featuring Bluetooth 5.0 and a 430 mA/h Li-Po accumulator.
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				The Pandora smart watch can be used as an immobilizer tag or a remote controller for the Pandora alarms. The watch features a Bluetooth 4+ interface that lets the car owner sync with a compatible Android phone or tablet.

The watch notificates you about incoming calls: you can accept or decline a call, turn on Handsfree talking or Silent mode. Smart watch has an integrated GPS antenna which is used not only for receiving positioning data but also for time synchronisation.

Smart watch is powered by the EnergyMicro MPU and has a SOS emergency button - once you push this button, Pandora watch will automatically send
notifications to your relatives or friends (whose telephone numbers were set in it). All the security notifications are supplemented with the current coordinates and web links to online maps.
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					Contacts
				

				Pandora car alarm

Gariūnų gatvė 77, Vilnius, Lithuania 

Kotsyubinskogo street 4, Moscow, Russia 

Call us now: 

+3 706 215-61-65 

+7 495 975-98-25

Email:  info@pandoracaralarm.com
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